Biofuel Powered Glucose Detection in Bodily Fluids with an n-type Conjugated Polymer
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Abstract
N-type semiconducting polymers are a promising class of materials for applications relying on
electron transfer for signal generation. Here we demonstrate the integration of an n-type
conjugated polymer with a redox enzyme for autonomous detection of glucose and power
generation from bodily fluids. The reversible, mediator-free, miniaturized glucose sensor is an
enzyme coupled organic electrochemical transistor (OECT) with a detection range of six orders of
magnitude. This n-type polymer is also used as anode and paired with a polymeric cathode in an
enzymatic fuel cell to convert the chemical energy of glucose and oxygen into electrical power.
The all-polymer biofuel cell shows performance scaling with the glucose content in solution and
stability exceeding 30 days. Moreover, at physiologically relevant glucose concentrations and from
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fluids such as human saliva, it generates enough power to operate an OECT, thus contributing to
the technological advancement of self-powered micron-scale sensors and actutators that run on
metabolites produced in the body.
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Biosensors contribute significant value to the healthcare industry, estimated at US$13 billion
annually, with glucose sensors representing 85% of the total market.1-3 As the primary source of
energy in the human body, glucose performs various cell functions such as conduction of neurons,
active transport, and synthesis of biochemical compounds. Any abnormality in glucose levels or
its regulation leads to severe health conditions, as evidenced by diseases such as diabetes.
Therefore, continuous monitoring of glucose levels is paramount for early diagnosis of diabetes as
it is on the verge of becoming a pandemic disorder.
Today, the majority of electrochemical glucose sensors use enzymes as the recognition unit,
especially glucose oxidase (GOx), because of their high selectivity and excellent catalytic activity
towards glucose.4,5 GOx electrochemically transforms glucose while being regenerated by ambient
oxygen (O2). The side product of this enzymatic reaction is hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), which
interacts with the transducer to generate an electrical signal that is proportional to glucose
concentration. To improve selectivity and avoid O2 dependence as well as the co-oxidation of
numerous species that can be oxidized at the relatively high potentials required for H2O2 electrooxidation, alternative detection strategies have been proposed. Modern sensors are designed such
that they bypass H2O2 production. They employ either an artificial electron acceptor instead of O2
to mediate GOx cycling or an electronic transducer that electronically wires the enzyme to its
surface, thus enabling electron transfer.6-8 Typical device configurations include passive
electrodes, chemiresistors, and (water gated) field effect transistors as the transducer.9-11 However,
these configurations possess several limitations. The low-amplitude biological signals hinder
miniaturization of electronics due to the inverse scaling of electrode impedance with size, lowering
the signal-to-noise ratio. For miniaturized platforms, on the other hand, the necessity to amplify
these weak biological signals complicates sensor circuitry. Furthermore, all sensors, especially
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point-of-care devices, need a portable power supply or the capacity to recharge and stable
electricity.
Oxidation of metabolites is one of the key processes that occur in our cells harvesting chemical
energy to power cellular activity. Metabolites such as glucose or lactate are endogenous substances
that are readily available in biological fluids and can be continuously renewed by metabolism,
which makes them ideal fuels for powering bioelectronic devices. Enzymatic fuel cells (EFCs) that
convert the energy of metabolism into electrical energy via biological pathways are one such
example.12 The technological advancement of EFCs is ascribed mainly to the development of new
electronic materials such as conjugated polymers, graphene, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and metal
nanoparticles.13 Yet, the relatively low power output of EFCs resulting from misaligned energy
levels between the enzyme and the conducting material and their poor operational stability related
to the overtime denaturation and activity drops of the enzyme have restricted any practical
applications of these devices.14,15 In addition, weak bio-electronic coupling and limited mass
transport restrain the performance of the EFCs.12,15,16 Evidently, there is a need for easily
processable and stable electronic materials that embody seamless electronic communication with
enzymes for high and long-lasting power.
To address these issues, we present a hydrophilic n-type (electron transporting) organic
semiconductor for detecting glucose that can generate, from bodily fluids, the energy required to
run basic circuit components. These devices leverage the high volumetric capacitance of the
polymer film, its ability to accept and transport electrons as well as the electronic coupling of the
conjugated unit with the enzyme facilitated by the ethylene glycol side-chains exposed at the
outermost surface of the film. The sensor is a miniaturized organic electrochemical transistor
(OECT) that comprises the n-type polymer at the gate electrode and in the channel. The power
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generator is an all polymer-based biofuel cell assembled on flexible substrates. We employ the
GOx adsorbed polymer film as the anode in an EFC configuration, in conjunction with a
polymeric, enzyme- and mediator-free cathode which undergoes O2 reduction reaction.
Implementing a sensitive and robust OECT sensor that can be indefinitely powered by glucose is
cost-effective and efficient and presents a portable solution for building self-reliant devices that
serve the needs of next-generation biomedical devices.
The electron transporting material that we use is an NDI-T2 copolymer (named hereafter as P90)17, consisting of an alternating naphthalene dicarboximide (NDI) acceptor and bithiophene (T2)
donor subunits with randomly distributed alkyl and ethylene glycol side chains (Fig. 1A). The ratio
of ethylene glycol to non-polar branched alkyl side chains in the composition is optimized (90:10)
to enable adequate swelling of the polymer in water and therefore the electrochemical activity in
aqueous electrolytes. Our OECT consists of P-90 patterned at the micron-scale channel and the
lateral gate electrode that are both covered with a drop of the electrolyte of interest (Fig. 1A). This
P-90 based, electrolyte-gated transistor operates in the accumulation mode, where a positive
voltage at the gate electrode increases the channel current, switching the transistor ON (Fig. S1).
The distinguishing property of an OECT is the volumetric interaction of electrolyte ions with the
bulk of the film in the channel, leading to a substantial change in its doping state and electrical
conductivity.18 As a result of this volumetric transduction, OECTs show record-high
transconductance compared to other transistor technologies and thus are powerful biosensors.18
The high gain of OECTs translates into local amplification, allowing to build miniaturized
sensors.19 P-90 film has an electronic mobility of ~2 × 10–4 cm2 V-1 s-1 and a high volumetric
capacitance of ~200 F.cm-3, which yields high transconductance.20 To render the P-90 OECT
selective to glucose, we drop cast the enzyme on the active area (on top of the P-90 channel and
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gate) that neither incorporated an exogenous electron mediator nor was chemically treated to
immobilize the enzyme.
N-type OECTs for glucose detection
Fig. 1B shows the real-time response of the P-90 OECT coupled with GOx to glucose. In this
experiment, we monitor the drain current, ID, measured at a constant source-drain voltage (VD) and
gate voltage (VG) as successive amounts of glucose are added to the solution. ID increases in a steplike manner following the increase in glucose concentration in the buffer. In accumulation mode
transistors, it is the increase in VG, which causes an increase in the conductance of the channel.
This is because a higher VG pushes more cations into the channel to compensate for the electrons
injected from the contacts. In our experiment, however, the VG (as well as VD) is constant and the
only variable is the glucose added to the electrolyte. Clearly, glucose causes an increase in the
number of electrons injected to the P-90 channel functionalized with GOx. As the concentration
of the analyte catalyzed by the enzyme increases, more cations are injected from the electrolyte
into the channel to compensate for the larger quantity of the electronic charge. The dynamic range
of this device extends from 10 nM to 20 mM of glucose. The low detection limit of 10 nM is
comparable to other OECTs employing functionalized gate electrodes, yet here it is achieved
without any functionalization processes or external electron shuttles.21,22 When 20 mM of glucose
solution is replaced with the buffer solution on top of the device, the current reverts to its original
value. Extended Data Fig. 1 shows that the biosensor exhibits excellent reversibility and minimal
hysteresis when exposed to low concentrations of glucose (10 nM to 100 µM), while at higher
concentrations (mM range), the response to decremental glucose concentration is no longer
reversible. To investigate the effect of enzymatic reaction on the electrical properties of the P-90
film, we disconnect the gate electrode and measure the changes in the current flowing in the
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channel after functionalization with GOx and addition of glucose in the buffer. Fig. 1C shows that
with 1 mM of glucose in the solution, the current output of the chemiresistor is ~3 nA. In the OECT
configuration, the output of the very same film is amplified to more than 45 nA (Fig. 1B),
highlighting the advantage of the OECT circuitry.
Figure 1. Glucose sensing with an n-type accumulation mode OECT
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To compare the glucose-affinity of our sensor to those reported in the literature, we calculated the
Michaelis-Menten constant (Kmapp).23 We find that Kmapp equals 1.73 mM, a value significantly
smaller than other electrochemical glucose sensors (Table S1), evidencing the strong binding
affinity of the enzyme adsorbed on P-90 to the glucose in the electrolyte. We further probe the
electrocatalysis in the P-90/GOx system using cyclic voltammetry (CV). After casting GOx on P90, we observe an enhancement in both the anodic and cathodic currents with no apparent shifts
in the peak potentials of the redox couples characteristic to the NDI backbone (Fig. 1D).24
Following the addition of glucose in the solution, the CV curve of the film undergoes significant
changes involving an increase in the amplitudes of all redox peaks. The enzymatic reaction has the
same effect on the CV curve of P-90/GOx film when recorded in air-equilibrated solutions as well
as in O2-free solutions (Fig. S2), evidencing that the oxidation of glucose in this system is not O2mediated.25 Moreover, the P-90 OECT displays limited sensitivity to H2O2 (Extended Data Fig.
2). When we use a denatured GOx to functionalize the film, the resulting OECTs are no longer
sensitive to glucose (Fig. S3). Considering the limited porosity of the P-90 film (Fig. S4), the
enzyme is not expected to penetrate the polymer but is, instead, located on top of the film. Indeed,
a substantial amount of GOx remains on top of P-90 after being rinsed with PBS (Fig. 1E). On the
contrary, most of the enzyme initially adsorbed on the ethylene glycol free analogue of P-90, that
is P-0 (the ratio of glycol: alkyl side chains is 0:100), is washed away. The presence of ethylene
glycol content of the NDI-T2 film is thus critical for establishing interactions between the protein
and the polymer,26 enabling the functionalization of P-90 with GOx.
These results suggest that the increase in the drain current of the OECT is due to the direct electrical
communication of GOx with the polymer film and its reaction with glucose, a spontaneous
biological event serving as the manually exerted gate voltage. The P-90 film accepts electrons of
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the enzymatic reaction and transports them along its backbone (see the possible reactions in the P90/GOx system summarized in Fig. S5). Further evidence for this mechanism comes from the
optical absorption spectrum of P-90 which displays distinct features associated with its doping
state. When P-90 undergoes from a neutral to an electrochemically reduced state (doped by cations
in PBS), the intensity of the low energy absorption feature decreases while a new peak around 450
nm arises (Fig. 2A).17,27 Fig. 2B and Extended Data Fig. 3A show that similar changes occur for
the P-90/GOx system — yet these are triggered by the addition of glucose into the solution. H2O2,
on the other hand, has no such effect on the spectrum of P-90 (Extended Fig. 3B), just as the
OECT having no sensitivity to H2O2 (Extended Data Fig. 2). The enzymatic reaction perturbs the
electronic structure of the polymer, emulating the doping voltage. To track these events at the
molecular level, we recorded the Raman spectra of our system during electrochemical doping and
the course of enzymatic reactions. Extended Data Fig. 3C and Fig. 2C display the evolution of
the Raman spectrum of a P-90 film subject to increasing doping potentials.
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Figure 2. As the enzyme catalyzes glucose, the n-type polymer gets doped as if it is
electrochemically addressed.

When the film is doped with electrolyte ions, its spectral profile shows peaks that have changed in
intensity and position and the extent of these changes increases with the doping voltage, suggesting
that structural rearrangements occur concurrently with the localization of the π-electrons on the
backbone (Fig. 2C, see discussion in Supplementary Information). The switch in the
electrochemical state affects mainly the Я-mode of the NDI unit:28,29 the characteristic peak at
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1407 cm-1 reduces in intensity as the doping voltage increases up to 1 V. Meanwhile, two lower
frequency peaks located at 1347 and 1364 cm-1 gain in intensity and dominate the spectrum. These
peaks are to be attributed to the dopant cations that generate strongly localized defects,
transforming the T2 structure from an aromatic to a quinoid form. As the voltage is reverted to 0
V, the spectrum recovers its original shape (Extended Data Fig. 3C). Upon adsorption of the
enzyme on the P-90 film, we observe a minor increase in the intensity of the C=O, C=C, and C=N
peaks of NDI unit while the Я-modes remain unaffected (Extended Data Fig. 3D). As glucose is
introduced to the solution, we see changes similar to those triggered by electrochemical doping
(although the voltage is kept constant at 0.7 V): Я-mode on the NDI loses its intensity while the
neighboring lower energy peaks become prominent (Fig. 2D). From these results, we conclude
that the active sites of the enzyme and the copolymer have an interface which leads to an efficient
electronic communication. At this bio-electronic interface, analyte oxidation increases the
conductivity of the polymer by donating new electrons to the backbone, and this process proceeds
without the aid of an external electron mediator.
One distinguishing property of an n-type transistor is that the device is operated at positive gate
and drain voltages. Since both polymer gate and channel are functionalized with GOx, these
operating conditions enable us to control the location of the enzymatic reaction by modulating the
polarity of interfaces with respect to each other. Fig. 3A depicts the calibration curves at different
operation conditions where we varied the magnitude of the bias applied at the channel (VD) in
relation to a constant gate potential (VG). In all conditions, the devices exhibit the same dynamic
range and the channel current scales linearly with glucose concentration up to 100 µM with a
second linear region appearing for higher glucose concentrations. What differs is the sensitivity of
a specific analyte concentration range. The sensitivity towards low glucose concentrations is
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highest when the device operates at VD > VG (Fig. 3A). When VD > VG, we expect that the
enzymatic reaction transfers electrons to the channel because the area close to the drain contact is
more positively biased than the gate (Fig. 3B, see discussion in Fig. S6). On the other hand, when
VG is higher or equal to VD, the device exhibits greater sensitivity to high glucose levels (µM-mM
range). Moreover, without GOx functionalization, the P-90 OECT is not sensitive to glucose (Fig.
3C). When functionalized with GOx, the device exhibits excellent selectivity to glucose and is
markedly less sensitive to most common interferences at their physiologically relevant
concentrations. The same OECT measures glucose content in saliva samples collected from
healthy patients, yielding a linear response to glucose at concentrations relevant for non-diabetic
and diabetic saliva (from 28 μM to 0.85 mM) (Fig. 3D).
Figure 3. Biosensor performance at different operating conditions and in the presence of
endogenous species
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N-type biofuel cells for power generation from glucose
Since P-90/GOx film generates current upon the catalytic reaction of GOx with glucose, it can be
employed as an anode for an enzymatic biofuel cell (EFC) (Fig. 4A). The reaction produces
electrons that are transferred to the P-90 anode (Fig. 4B). These electrons then travel through the
external circuit to the cathode which reduces dioxygen to water so that the circuit generates power
from glucose and O2.12 Our cathode is p(EDOT-co-EDOTOH), a p-type copolymer that we
electropolymerized on a gold-coated surface with an area identical to the anode (Fig. S7). We
selected this material as the cathode due to the well-known ability of PEDOT derivatives to reduce
O2,30-33 as well as the simplicity and low cost of fabrication. Our P(EDOT-co-EDOTOH) exhibits
O2 reduction reaction (ORR) as evidenced by the enhancement of the reduction current in O2
saturated environments (Extended Data Fig. 4). The potential difference that corresponds to the
onset potentials of the glucose oxidation and O2 reduction potentials of our EFC is evaluated by
CV experiments (Ecell = ~0.3 V) and shown in Extended Data Fig. 5. The polymeric cathode leads
to a higher open circuit voltage (OCV) compared to Pt, a common cathode of biofuel cells (Fig.
S8), and exhibits good stability against continuous cycling with a capacitance retention of 93%
upon 100 CV cycles (Fig. S9A). A scan rate dependence study of the current of the bioanode
generated in the presence of glucose reveals a linear relationship between the current and the scan
rate, indicative of surface-controlled processes (Fig. S10).34,35 Elucidating this curve, we extracted
the heterogeneous electron transfer rate constant, kET, following the Laviron model (Table S2).34,36
The high kET (8.11 s-1) advocates on the effectiveness of the polymer in accepting and transporting
electrons generated during the glucose oxidation. Notably, the P-90 film remains stable upon
consecutive cycling (100 cycles) with a current retention greater than 97% (Fig. S9B).
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Figure 4. The performance of the all-polymer biofuel cell

Fig. 4C portrays the evolution of open circuit voltage in the absence and co-presence of the enzyme
and glucose. When electrically connected in aqueous media, the two polymer films act as efficient
catalysts and harvest glucose and O2 to generate power. The power density curves of the EFC are
depicted in Fig. 4D and Extended Data Fig. 6. As glucose is introduced in the solution, we
observe a clear increase in the power generated by the EFC, reaching a maximum of 2.8 µW.cm-2
for 10 mM of glucose. Given the simple assembly of our electrodes, we explored the possibility
of both incorporating and omitting a membrane (Nafion) to separate the anodic and cathodic
compartments. The membrane-free cell had a lower maximum power density (MPD, 0.4 µW.cm2

for 10 mM of glucose) than the membrane-based EFC (Extended Data Fig. 7) despite its reduced

internal resistance (Fig. S11). Taken together, the polymers selected as the anodic and cathodic
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coatings exhibit intrinsic catalytic properties on a level competitive with the other reported systems
– which have undergone exhaustive device performance optimization – while benefiting from the
ease of electrode preparation (Table S3). Nonetheless, one poignant characteristic of n-type
semiconducting polymer-based devices is their low electrical conductivity, which contributes here
significantly to the device internal resistance and hence hindering a high-power output. Indeed, the
MPD increases ~60-fold for the EFC comprising an electrochemically doped P-90 at the anode
(Extended Data Fig. 8). Using the semiconducting polymer at the anode in its conducting form is
a simple demonstration of how the performance of this all-polymer EFC can be improved. Other
optimization methods include doping the n-type film with molecular dopants,37 increasing the
planarity of its backbone,38 turning to polymer composites with conducting particles,39 controlling
the ordering and multi-scale assembly of the chains via processing means,40 to name a few.
We next investigated the stability of the EFCs by monitoring the OCV. We also examined the
behavior under non-equilibrium conditions (beyond the OCV) when the cell is biased at high
positive voltages (>0.6 V). At this extended biasing regime, we find that both membrane-free and
membrane-based EFCs produce a high amount of H2O2 responsible for the large currents generated
(Fig. S12).41 After 30 days of use, the OCV drops to 30% of its original value while the EFC
preserves ~40% of the power that it produces when biased up to the H2O2 production regime (Fig.
S13A). If the enzyme is replenished between measurements, the device can be used for additional
20 days (Fig. S13B). Our stability studies revealed that in the current configuration, the EFC
stability is mainly challenged by enzyme denaturation and instability of the p-type polymer
coating. Fig. S13C shows that the stability can be improved when the P-90/GOx film is
encapsulated by Nafion coating (EFC maintains 45% of its OCV after 30 days of use). As for the
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membrane-free devices, their stability was on par with the ones having a membrane (Fig. S14),
attesting their ability to generate the power to operate a sensor or actuator continuously.

Figure 5. Performance of the EFC as a self-powered sensor and as a circuit component.

We next monitored the change in the OCV and MPD of our biofuel cell as a function of glucose
concentration in saliva and PBS (Fig. 5A and 5B). Both the OCV and the MPD increase with
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glucose concentration, demonstrating the use of our EFC as a self-powered glucose sensor in
physiological fluids. Membrane-free devices follow a similar trend, validating the glucose
activated power generation of our EFCs (Extended Fig. 7B). To this end, we connected three
EFCs in series polarizing a capacitor (100 µF) to draw a total output of 1.1 V in PBS (Fig. 5C).
When fueled by 1 mM glucose in PBS, this EFC platform was able to drive an LED, as shown in
Fig. 5D and video S1. The membrane-free EFC configuration also effectively powered the device
as the bioanode and cathode were immersed in PBS containing glucose (Fig. S15, video S2).
What’s more, we used a membrane-free EFC to switch ON and OFF an OECT in a fully-integrated
platform (Fig. 5E). The channel of this OECT is made of PEDOT:PSS and has the same geometry
as our OECT biosensor. In contrast, it operates in depletion mode, meaning that the drain current
decreases upon application of a gate voltage. As the EFC provides the power to apply a voltage at
the gate electrode, the drain current decreases, consistent with the OECT operation. Upon
supplying more glucose to the EFC, the OECT current decreases further. As such, we capitalize
on the dependence of the OCV on glucose concentration to control the gate voltage. The power of
EFCs can also be used to bias both the gate and the channel simultaneously (Extended Data Fig.
9)42.
Outlook
We demonstrated the use of an n-type polymer in a miniaturized OECT for detection of glucose
and in an EFC for generation of power from physiological fluids. The sensor presents a wide
dynamic range from 10 nM to 20 mM of glucose with a sensitivity tunable by varying the biasing
conditions. The presence of ethylene glycol on the side-chains of the polymer enables the
adsorption of the enzyme onto the polymer surface, allowing a seamless bio-electronic coupling.
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The enzymatic reaction serves as a biological switch which acts on the channel conductance, and
this process spontaneously proceeds in the absence of exogenous electron mediator.
Going one step forward, using the n-type polymer as the anode, we assembled an enzymatic
biofuel cell that consumes green fuel such as glucose and O2. The device is made of polymeric
electrodes (mediator-free) assembled on flexible substrates and can function with or without a
membrane. Drawing its energy from glucose present naturally in all bodily fluids, this EFC
provides sufficient voltage to drive OECTs and other circuit elements. The EFC output scales with
the glucose content of saliva, demonstrating its ability to perform as a self-powered glucose sensor
in complex media. While displaying over a month-long stability in terms of power output and
OCV, in its most uncomplicated design, this all-polymer, biofuel-fed power source competes with
numerous previously reported systems, offering a solution for autonomous biosensing while
benefiting from the ease of preparation. This configuration validates our strategy to fabricate lowcost, stable, polymeric biofuel cells that utilize glucose to power other electronic devices.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Glucose sensing with an n-type accumulation mode OECT. (A) The chemical
structure of the n-type copolymer P-90. Schematic illustration of the sensor (gate dimensions:
500×500 µm2, channel dimensions: 100 µm (width) × 10 µm (length)). The OECT active area was
incubated with GOx solution before measurements. The active area in the illustration contains 6
channels and 2 gate electrodes made of P-90. The microscope image shows two of the P-90
channels alongside a P-90 gate electrode. Scale bar is 200 µm. (B) Real-time response of the OECT
(source-drain current, ID, as a function of time) as successive amounts of glucose were added to
the buffer. The gate and drain potentials were 0.5 V. Inset shows the real-time response of the
sensor to low concentrations of glucose (≤ 500 µM). (C) The effect of GOx and glucose oxidation
by GOx on P-90 current. The gate was disconnected, and a source-drain bias (0.3 V) was applied
to the polymer film in the channel. (D) Cyclic voltammogram of a P-90 electrode in the absence
and presence of GOx. The marked points in the P-90 curve denote two quasi-reversible redox
peaks located at -0.57 V/-0.44 V and -0.73 V/-0.65 V (reduction/oxidation), characteristic of the
NDI backbone. As glucose concentration increases, the oxidation current increases further
accompanied by a decrease in the reduction current. The scan rate is 50 mV.s-1 and the solution is
PBS. The arrow indicates the scan direction. (E) QCM-D measurements tracking the interactions
between GOx and the two polymer films differing with their glycol content (P-90; ratio of glycol:
alkyl side chains is 90:10, and P-0; ratio of glycol: alkyl side chains is 0:100) during two stages:
(1) when the enzyme was injected into the PBS solution (+ GOx) and (2) when the P-90/GOx film
was rinsed with PBS (Rinse).
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Figure 2. As the enzyme catalyzes glucose, the n-type polymer gets doped as if it is
electrochemically addressed. (A) UV-VIS spectrum of a P-90 film in the absence and presence
of a doping bias (0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl) in PBS. (B) UV-VIS spectrum of a P-90 film (red), P-90/GOx
film (yellow) and P-90/GOx film in the presence of 1 mM of glucose (blue). All films are subject
to a doping potential at 0.5 V vs Ag/AgCl. (C) Raman spectrum of a P-90 film at 0 V (de-doped)
as well as when it is biased at increasing doping potentials (0.7 - 1 V). See Extended Data Figure
S3C for a full range of doping potentials and the main peak attributions of the P-90 film. Inset
shows the Raman spectra zoomed in the 1250-1500 cm-1 region and the peak attributions therein.
(D) Raman spectrum of a P-90 film (0 V), reduced P-90 film (0.7 V) and a P-90/GOx film in the
presence of 1 mM of glucose (0.7 V). Inset shows the Raman spectra zoomed in the 1250-1500
cm-1 region where the enzymatic reaction leads to predominant alterations. All Raman data were
normalized to the Я-mode peak intensity of the bithiophene unit at 1457 cm-1 (see Methods for
more details).
Figure 3. Biosensor performance at different operating conditions and in the presence of
endogenous species. (A) Normalized response (NR) of the OECT biosensor to glucose. The
devices were operated at various drain voltages (VD) and a constant gate voltage (VG) of 0.5 V so
that VG > VD (red), VD > VG (blue) and VD = VG (green). 𝛼𝛼 is the slope of the linear fits at two

distinct concentration ranges. The log scale was introduced to improve visualization of the

response to low concentrations. Inset: zoom-in of the calibration curves at low glucose
concentration regime. The sensitivity can be tuned for detection at a particular concentration range
simply by changing the operating conditions, alleviating the need to change the device design. (B)
Schematic for the location of the enzymatic reaction based on the operating conditions. The
electronic wiring takes place only at the gate (VG > VD ) and also at the channel (VD > VG). (C) NR
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of the OECT biosensor to the most common interferences in biological fluids. The species were
introduced to the measurement solution at their physiologically relevant concentrations. The
sensor does not respond to glucose when the active area is not functionalized with GOx (red
symbol). A somewhat marginal current response is detected for uric and ascorbic acids. This
interference current can be accounted for by using a blank channel/gate via common circuit
engineering approaches. (D) Real-time response of the OECT to successive amounts of glucose
added into the saliva as the measurement solution. Inset depicts the calibration curve. Experiments
were performed three times for each glucose concentration. In all experiments, error bars represent
the standard deviation from three different devices.
Figure 4. The performance of the all-polymer biofuel cell. (A) Schematic of a membrane-free
EFC where flexible Au-coated polyimide is used as substrate that carries cathode or anode
materials. The EFC comprises P-90/GOx at the anode and p(EDOT-co-EDOTOH) at the cathode.
Note that no mediators are integrated in the cathode or the anode while the cathode is not relying
on an enzyme. The electrolyte is the PBS (pH 7.2) or saliva solution containing glucose (B)
Reactions occurring during the operation of the EFC. (C) OCV of the EFC comprising P-90 alone
and when it is functionalized with GOx as well as when the cell is fueled by 1 mM of glucose in
PBS. (D) Power output of the EFC when the anode is functionalized with GOx (inset) as well as
in the presence of selected concentrations of glucose as a function of current density. The data
were obtained by varying the circuit load. The anodic and cathodic compartments of the EFC are
separated by a Nafion membrane.

Figure 5. Performance of the EFC as a self-powered sensor and as a circuit component.
Performance of the EFC (with Nafion membrane separator) operated with a broad range of glucose
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concentrations in (A) PBS and (B) saliva. Since glucose is oxidized at the anode by GOx, the
current generated by this reaction is proportional to analyte concentration along with the power
output of the biofuel cell. At higher glucose concentrations, OCV decreases because of mass
transport limitations. Error bars represent the standard deviation from three different devices. (C)
The output voltage of the EFC charging a capacitor (100 µF) as a function of time. With prolonged
charging, an array of three EFCs in series was introduced. Inset shows the circuit connection of
the polarized capacitor. (D) Digital photograph of the EFC experimental setup switching ON an
LED; inset illustrates the configuration of this electrical circuit. (E) Real-time response of a
PEDOT:PSS OECT gated with a membrane-free EFC that is fueled by a range of glucose
concentrations. The gate electrode was disconnected from the electrolyte while changing the
glucose concentration in the EFC cell. The right panel represents the equivalent electronic circuit.
Note that we decrease the glucose content to show that the device performance is not dependent
on a stepwise increase in biofuel concentration.
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Methods
Materials
Glucose

oxidase

(GOx),

3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene

(EDOT),

hydroxymethyl

3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOTOH)), lithium perchlorate (LiClO4) were purchased from SigmaAldrich and used as received. The n-type polymers, P-90 and P-0, were synthesized according to
a protocol reported previously.17
Fabrication of the OECT and Biofuel Cell
For the fabrication of OECTs, we patterned the Au interconnects and contacts (located at the the
three terminals) on a glass substrate and used a Parylene C layer to insulate these Au patterns
according to an established protocol.43 The dimension of the channels was 10 µm in length and
100 µm in width, whereas the Au electrode used as the gate had an area of 500×500 μm2. We spincoated the n-type material, P-90, (1000 rpm, 30 s) from a chloroform solution without any
annealing or post-processing steps. The film thickness was 40 nm in the channel and 80 nm at the
gate.
For the fabrication of the biofuel cell, we used 175 µm thick flexible Kapton (polyimide) films as
substrates. We cut the Kapton with a laser into a specific circular geometry (0.65 mm in diameter)
and subsequently washed in an acetone/isopropyl alcohol and deionized (DI) water baths under
sonication for 30 minutes. We then sputtered a 10/100 nm thick Cr/Au or Pt layer (when Pt was
used as a cathode) on top of the substrates. As a final step, the electrodes were cleaned in acetone
and sonicated for 30 minutes, followed by a rinse and soak in DI water under sonication for the
same amount of time. For the bioanode, we spin-coated P-90 solution (10-15 µL aliquots) in
chloroform on top of the active area of the Au coated flexible polyimide substrate (0.33 cm2) by a
two-step coating (350 rpm.10s-1 followed by 1000 rpm.30s-1). Upon natural drying of the film, we
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drop-casted the GOx solution in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (10 mg.mL-1) on top of the
electrode (i.e., immobilization of GOx through enzyme adsorption) and left to dry under ambient
conditions for a minimum of 30 minutes. For the cathode, we first electrochemically cleaned the
Au coated polyimide electrode in an aqueous solution of H2SO4 (10 mM) via cyclic voltammetry
(CV, from -0.4 V to 1.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl) for 10 cycles. Then, electropolymerization of p(EDOTco-EDOTOH) on the Au electrode was performed potentiostatically at 1 V for 10 min in an
aqueous solution containing EDOT (10 mM), EDOTOH (10 mM) and LiClO4 (100 mM) using a
potentiostat-galvanostat (Autolab PGSTAT128N, MetroOhm). Subsequently, the substrate was
rinsed with DI water and dried with N2 gas. Glass vials (Ossila, C20052) were used for the
membrane-free cells where the inter-electrode gap distance was ~0.5 cm. For the case of the
membrane cell, a cationic exchange membrane separated the anode and the cathode at a distance
of ~1.5 cm (Nafion 117, Sigma Aldrich) to maintain electroneutrality. Our custom-built EFC was
made from poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and could accommodate 2 mL of the solution on
each side.
Electrochemical characterization
All characterizations were performed in PBS (pH 7.4). The cyclic voltammograms of the films
were recorded using a potentiostat-galvanostat (Autolab, PGSTAT128N, MetroOhm) with an
Ag/AgCl reference electrode (3 M KCl, ALS co. Ltd.) and a Pt counter electrode (RE-1B, ALS
co. Ltd.) in N2 or O2 saturated environments (e.g. in PBS and air) as well as in the absence or
presence of glucose. The working electrode was an electropolymerized p(EDOT-co-EDOTOH)
film or a P-90 film cast on top of an Au coated substrate. As for the investigation of the O2
reduction capability of the biofuel cell cathode p(EDOT-co-EDOTOH), we used a rotating disk
electrode system (RDE710 Rotating Electrode, Gamry Instruments). The film was
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electropolymerized on the glassy carbon electrode following the same procedure explained above.
The RDE system was coupled to a channel MultiEmStat3+ (Palmsens) potentiostat and
voltammograms were obtained by varying the electrode rotation rate and the potential applied at a
scan rate of 5 mV.s-1. All experiments were performed in PBS using a Pt wire as the counter
electrode and Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl) as the reference electrode.
Quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D)
We conducted QCM-D measurements using a Q-sense analyzer (QE401, Biolin Scientific AB,
Sweden) with Cr/Au coated quartz crystals before (used as reference) and after coating with the
polymer films. After stabilizing the film in the buffer solution (PBS), we introduced the GOx
solution (10 mg.mL-1) into the chamber. The frequency (∆𝑓𝑓) and dissipation (∆𝐷𝐷) signals were
recorded until stabilized, followed by a PBS rinsing step to allow loosely bound proteins to desorb.
The measured shifts in the frequency of the sensors were converted into changes in mass (∆𝑚𝑚)
using the Sauerbrey equation:
∆𝑚𝑚 =

−17.7
n∗∆f

(1)

where n is the number of the selected overtone for the quantification of the mass and -17.7 is a
constant determined on the resonant frequency, active area, density and shear modulus of the
crystal.44
In situ UV-VIS-NIR and Raman Spectroscopy
P-90 film was coated on an ITO substrate following the spin-coating procedure described above.
We used an Ocean Optics QE Pro Scientific grade spectrometer (185-1050 nm) to record the UVVIS-NIR spectra of the films. For the spectroelectrochemistry measurements, a Keithley 2606A
source measure unit was coupled to the sample holder which contains the film submerged in the
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electrolyte. When required, we appled a bias between an Ag/AgCl electrode and the P-90 film
addressed as the working electrode, in the absence or presence of the enzymatic reaction.
For the in situ Raman spectroelectrochemical investigation, P-90 films coated on Au substrates
were exposed to a drop of PBS into which an Ag/AgCl electrode was immersed. The
electrochemical area (1 cm2) was defined as a square aperture in a Parafilm medium where 5 µL
of the solution (PBS, with or without glucose) was placed. The bias was applied using a Keithley
2600B source meter. The near-resonance Raman spectra were measured using a Witec alpha
Raman spectrometer in backscattering configuration with a linearly polarized excitation of He-Ne
laser of wavelength 632.8 nm, and a power level <500 μW to avoid photo-thermal effects. The
dispersion gratings used, 600 g.mm-1, allowed to collect a spectral range up to 2700 cm-1, covering
the spectral area of interest completely. A Zeiss 63x, NA=1, water immersion objective focused
on the polymer surface was used to excite the sample and collect the Raman signal. For each
condition, we mapped the sample with 10 points for 2 sec to average out local statistical
fluctuation, thus defining the representative spectrum. The Raman spectra presented here were
obtained by removing the bias-dependent baseline, described by a 4th order polynome, and after
the normalization to the Я-mode peak intensity of the bithiophene units (1457 cm-1). Note that the
baseline treatment enabled tracking the bias-triggered evolution of the polaronic excitation in the
copolymer backbone responsible for strong light absorption, emission, and Raman scattering.
Using this procedure, we could compare the relative intensities and shifts of the main peaks
recorded for different samples and at various biasing conditions in the absence and presence of
enzymatic reaction.
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
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SEM images were obtained using Nova Nano SEM. P-90 films were deposited on glass coverslips
and coated with a 5 nm of iridium before imaging. For the wet conditions, the films were immersed
in deionized water overnight to ensure that they swell. The samples were then frozen using liquid
N2 and sublimated inside the cryo-SEM chamber.
Chronoamperometric sensing measurements
To evaluate the sensor performance, we drop-casted GOx in PBS (10 mg.mL-1) on the device
active area (channel and gate) and left for 30 minutes to physically adsorb. The active area was
defined by the dimensions of the glass well (diameter of 4 mm) immobilized on top of the device
to confine the electrolyte solution. We recorded the current-voltage characteristics of the devices
using a Keithley 2602A dual source meter. We monitored, in real-time, changes in the drain current
of the OECT at a constant source-drain voltage and a gate voltage. After a steady baseline was
obtained for the drain current (current at zero analyte concentration), we monitored the real-time
changes in response to subsequent additions of increasing concentrations of glucose into the
electrolyte. For all experiments, the electrolyte volume was kept at 40 μL. For an accurate
comparison between different devices, we normalized the response of the device to glucose as
follows:
NR = |

𝐼𝐼D − 𝐼𝐼0
𝐼𝐼0

|

(2)

where ID and I0 are the current output at a given analyte concentration and zero analyte
concentration, respectively. Solutions of enzyme and glucose were stored at 4°C. For the control
experiments involving the non-catalytic enzyme, we heated the GOx solution (100°C for 30
minutes) to obtain the denatured form of the protein. Chronoamperometric sensing measurements
were then performed with the OECTs functionalized with this enzyme. For the biosensor
selectivity assay, we measured the current response of the OECT to glucose, lactate, ascorbic acid,
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and uric acid at physiologically relevant concentrations,45 both in the absence and presence of
GOx.
Biofuel cell characterization
We electrochemically characterized the half-cells and biofuel cells using a MultiEmStat3+
(Palmsens) potentiostat. For half-cell characterization, cyclic voltammograms at ambient
temperature were recorded in a three-electrode set up using an Ag/AgCl reference electrode and a
Pt foil counter electrode. We coated the P-90 film and electropolymerized p(EDOT-co-EDOTOH)
on Au sputtered substrates for anode and cathode characterization, respectively. For the
measurements performed under inert atmosphere, the system was degassed in a closed chamber
for at least 15 minutes in N2 prior experimentation.
For the EFC characterization, we supplied various glucose concentrations to the biofuel cell using
a peristaltic syringe pump (Ossila, L2003S1) and recorded the open circuit voltage (OCV) of the
cell throughout 30-minute intervals. We obtained all the power curves by measuring the cell
voltage across a variable load resistor (1 kΩ - 10 MΩ ). Once a resistor of fixed value was applied,
each point was measured after 30 minutes of stabilization period to ensure a stable voltage output.
Using Ohm’s law, we calculated current and power densities normalized by the geometrical
surface area of the electrodes. For estimation of power densities at extended potentials, we
recorded linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) curves (up to 1.2.V) at a scan rate of 5 mV.s-1 To obtain
the inflection points and corresponding power retentions, we calculated the first derivative of the
LSV plot. The total volume of the solution used for each measurement was 1 mL. The operating
temperature of the EFC was 25°C.
Stability of the biofuel cell
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We attested the stability of the biofuel cells by measuring the change in their OCV and the power
density values over time. We used the syringe pump with a rate of 150 µL.s-1 to feed the cell. We
investigated the effect of enzyme replenishment as well as of enzyme encapsulation (using a
Nafion 117 film) on device stability. The electrodes were stored in ambient conditions after each
measurement.
Hydrogen peroxide detection
For the detection of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), we collected aliquots (0.1 mL) of the EFC
electrolyte during its operation with a disposable syringe (Terumo). We then used a peroxide assay
kit (Sigma Aldrich) to determine the concentration of H2O2 in these aliquots. The assay utilizes
the chromogenic Fe3+-xylenol orange reaction, in which a purple complex is formed when Fe2+ is
oxidized to Fe3+ by the H2O2 present in the sample, generating a colorimetric result (585 nm). A
spectrophotometer (Promega) was used to measure the absorbance intensity, which scales with
H2O2 concentration.
Experiments with human saliva samples
For the experiments using saliva, we collected the saliva of healthy volunteers after fasting (12
hours). We determined the glucose concentration in these samples through the use of a commercial
Glucose Assay Kit (GAGO-20, Sigma Aldrich) and a spectrophotometer (Promega). To mimic
physiological variations of glucose in saliva, we added different concentrations of glucose to this
sample. All protocols and procedures involving human saliva were approved by the KAUST
Institutional Biosafety and Bioethics Committee (IBEC). The volunteers provided signed consent
to participate in the study. Saliva samples were collected and frozen at -20°C. Fresh solutions were
made for each new measurement.
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